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Abstract: Fruitful enlistment practices are key segments at the 

passage purpose of HR in any association. Productive enlistment 

methodologies bring about improved association results. The 

principle target of this paper is to distinguish general practices 

that association use to enlist representatives. The investigation 

additionally concentrate to decide how the enlistment practices 

influence the association results. The information was gathered 

through very much organized poll. The wellspring of information 

was both essential and optional and the example size was 110. 

Information examination has been finished with measurable 

apparatuses. 

Key words: Experience, qualification, external recruitment, 

internal recruitment, written test, group discussion, interview. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Human resource is centrality for the accomplishment of 

any association. HR are the bounty of any affiliation which 

helpers in achieving the goal of the affiliation. It reflects 

another point of view which reviews affiliation work as its 

advantage and assets. Enlistment is indisputable from work 

and assurance. At the point when the fundamental number and 

kind of human resource are settled, the organization as to find 

the spots where they require human resource are/will be 

available and moreover find the techniques attracting them 

towards the relationship before decision sensible contender 

for occupations. This strategy is generally know as enlistment. 

A couple of individuals use the articulation "Enlistment" for 

work. These tows are not one and the identical. Enrollment is 

only one of the methods in the substance work process. [1]-[5] 

Some other use the term selection and decision. These are 

not the equal either really, the limit of enlistment goes before 

the decision limit and it consolidate simply finding, 

developing the wellspring of arranged specialists and 

attracting them to follow positions in an affiliation, where as 

the assurance is system of finding the most contender to the 

action out of the contenders required. Enrolling a specialist by 

first understanding the exact silk set and subsequently 

organizing it with the diverse applicant's resume and a while 

later short postings and screening the best fit out of the part is 

what is required. Understanding and choosing segment like 

guidance establishment affirmations capacities and region 

kind of industry work understanding, etc for obtaining or 

enlisting a right capable. 
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II.  NEED FOR THE STUDY 

• To think about the enlistment procedure.  

• To study the HR polices and the working of HR office.  

• To study how the opportunities are cleared and on what 

base the up-and-comers are enlistment for a specific 

employment.  

• To recognize and recommend measures for the 

improvement of the enlistment programs.  

• To learn about the enlistment techniques.  

• To assess the enrollment the executives programs 

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Primary objectives 

 To study of effectiveness of recruitment process at “Yoho 

technologies pvt ltd”. 

Secondary objectives 

 To analysis the satisfaction level of employees towards 

selection interview and some key consideration while 

interview. 

 To find out the opinion of employees towards the training 

after final interview and offer letter procedure. 

 To find whether the recruitment procedures and policies 

are satisfied by the employees. 

IV.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Design  :Descriptive Research  

Sample Size   :110 

Data Collection Method :Primary Data, Secondary Data 

V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

i. Chi-Square Test 

Ho= There is no significant different between the year of 

experience of employees with respected to the opinion about 

the present method followed by organization. 

H1= There is significant different between the year of 

experience in employees with respected to enhance the 

opinion about the present method followed by organization. 

Chi-square test association difference between the year of 

experience inemployees with respected to enhance the 

opinion about the present method followed by organization. 

Sample chi-square (x
2
)= ∑ (01-F4)
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Interpretation 

The worth is essentialness (2-followed) is 0.185 which lesser 

than 0.05 at 95% certainty level so dismiss the invalid 

speculation (H0) and acknowledge the substitute theory (H1). 

There is affiliation contrast between the age gathering of 

workers as for upgrade the sentiment about the present 

technique pursued by the association. 

ii. One Way Anova 

 

Ho= There is no significant different between the gender in 

employees with respected to enhance the opinion about the 

procedure followed in recruitment process. 

H1= There is significant different between the gender of 

employees with respected the opinion about the procedure 

followed in recruitment process. 

One way anova association difference between the gender of 

employees with respected to enhance the procedure followed 

in recruitment process.  

 

 

 

Interpretation: 

The Value Is Significance (2-Tailed) Is 0.820 Which Lesser 

Than 0.05 At 95% Confidence Level So Reject The Null 

Hypothesis (H0) And Accept The Alternate Hypothesis (H1). 

Hence There Is Association Difference Between The Age 

Group Of Employees With Respect To The Opinion About 

The Present Method Followed By The Organization 

VI. LIMITATIONS 

This is presented to the reason and inclinations of the 

respondents, in this manner 100% of precision can't be 

assured. The research was done in a constrained ability to 

center time, where in the assessment couldn't widen the study. 

The revelations rely upon the fitting reactions given by the 

laborers, so any error or inclination may be impact the 

authenticity of the finding. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The research was carried out to provide a clear picture to 

identify the skills knowledge 

company of the employee and to 
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match of mop them as necessary with their respective job 

designation. While selecting the candidate to organizations 

gives importance to marketing knowledge, communication 

skills and experience of the candidate in the respect field. The 

employee ready to refer their known ones to the company and 

they are rewarded by the management. The private 

organizations maintains good employee relation by 

conducting various recreation activities and giving them 

preference by awarding them for their activates.   
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